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PROGRAM FAKE: 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF BUBBLE CHAMBER EVENTS 

Gerald R. Lynch 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 10, 1962 

ABSTRACT 

Program FAKE is a Fortran-Monte Carlo program that generates 

events in a bubble chamber according to prescription and simulates the 

output of the PANG track-reconstruction program. Descriptions are given 

_of the method used to generate events that are distributed in accordance 

with a phase -space distribution, and the method used to modify the measurable 

. quantities to simulate the effects of measurement errors and multiple Coulomb -

scattering, Detailed information enables the reader .to use the program, 
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PROGRAM FAKE: 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF BUBBLE CHAMBER EVENTS 

Gerald R. Lynch 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 10, 1962 

I. INTRODUCTION 

FAKE is a Fortran Monte Carlo program which generates events in a 

bubble chamber according to prescription and simulates the output of the 

PANG track-reconstruction program. To do this FAKE generates events 

of a specified type according to a phase -space distribution, or some other 

distribution that can be wrltten down. It locates these events in a bubble 

chamber and calculates the errors that would have been assigned to the 

measured quantities for these events. Then it modifies the measurable 

quantities in accordance with the errors. Finally FAKE writes out ~his ... · ... 
info:;.·mation in such a form that it can be used by either of the hypothesis-

testing programs KICK and PACKAGE. 

The program grew out of a much less ambitious program which was 

. 1 f f h - + - 0 d" wntten to generate a samp e o events o t e type p + p __. 1T 1T 1T accor 1ng 

to a phase -space distribution in order to obtain some understanding of how 

often it is that, within the accuracies of measurement, these events look 
- + + -like the events p + p ~ 1T + 1T or _p + p ....... K + K . 

The main motivation for writing FAKE was to be able to study problems 

of misidentified events- -to be able to better understand and to improve the 

ability to identify the ambiguous events that occur in bubble chamber analysis. 

It can shedlight on how often the reactionp + p-+ 1T++1T-+1TO "fakes" 

p + p __. 1T + + 1T-, how often a. ~ 0 simulates a A 0, how often a leptonic decay 

fits a two-body decay, etc. Thus the FAKE program merits its name for 

two reasons: (a) it fakes PANG output and (b) it is designed to study those 

cases in which one type of event is faked by another. 

Another use to which the FAKE program can be put is to te st·t1ie 

analysis programs used to process bubble chamber data to see if they do 

what they are designed to do. Thus the FAKE program serves the function 
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for the analysis system that a pulse generator serves for com:..ting electronics. 

It provides a well-known input with which to test the system. 

Because FAKE operates on an event-by-event basis it is able to produc~ 

data with the experimental recclution folded in a much more realistic way 

than can be done with other methods. Therefore it can be useful to use FAKE 

to see how experimental distributions correspondingto particular assumptions 

·should look. 

The idea for this program would have remained just an idea if it had not 

been for Art Rosenfeld, who quickly became convinced that such a program 

would be a valuable tool. The program has been coded by Fred Safier, 

Grove Nooney, and me. 

FAKE will write output tapes in four modes. The first two of these are 

KICK input and PACKAGE input. These are of course compatible only with 

the Alvarez group data-analysis sytem. The third is simply in the format 

of a data-summary tape (one event per record). The fourth is a BCD 

representation of this data-summary tape suitable for printing. These last 

two modes cannot be used to tef';t hypothetical fits, but are very. useful in 

the Monte Carlo generation of experiments for the purpose of designing the 

experiment itself or calculating scanning efficiencies, etc. Even when 

operating in these .two modes, for. chambers other than the 72-in. chamber, 

the chamber dimension parameters must be changed. 

The FAKE program is quite flexible and is continually being modified 

and generalized. For this reason many things stated in the present writing 

of this note will soon become out of date. 
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Fig. I. Schematic flow diagram of Program FAKE 
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II. OUTLINE OF PROGRAM FAKE 

The structure of program FAKE is illustrated in the schematic flow 

diagram of Fig. 1. The progr.::tm is written in many subroutines. The 

main program calls the subroutines and contains some logic to decide 

which subroutines to call. Alma st all the quantities used by more than one 

routine are stored in common storage. In. Section VII there is a map of 

common storage as well as definitions of the quantities stored there. 

FAKE can generate an event with up to four vertices, with up to six 

outgoing tracks per vertex. Instructions to the program are given by means 

of data cards that are read in by subroutine CARDIN. These cards specify 

what interactions ·are to be generated, what characteristics the beam tracks 

should have, what the output format is to be like, and many other things. 

A detailed description of the input format and input possibilities can be 

found in Section VI. Many parameters, such as the boundaries of the 

chamber, can be inserted into the program with data cards, or, if no cards 

are entered, the program automatically uses some standard values. 

Many of the constants used by the program, particularly those applying 

to the 72 -in. chamber, are placed into common storage by subroutine 

CONS72. The masses, lifetimes, and nominal cross sections of particles 

are entered into common storage by TABLE. By 11sing further input cards 

subroutine CHANGE can change any quantity in common storage that has 

been placed there by the previously called subroutines. Subroutine SETUP 

fills the track banks with those quantities which do not change from one 

event to another and is assisted by subroutine LINK. SETUP also calculates 

a few kinematic quantities that do not vary from one event to another. 

All the foregoing operations are done only once per run. To start 

the generation of an event the program first generates a beam track in 

subroutine BEAM. The beam particles, which are assumed to be traveling 

approximately in the positive y direction, are given a Gaus:;ian distribution 

in momentum and a trapezoidal-shaped distribution in the x direction at 

the entrance to the chamber. The entrance azimuth and z do not vary in 

a given run. To determine what happens to a beam track, subroutine BEAM 

calls subroutine HAZARD, which is used later for all other tracks~- HAZARD 

calculates a number of distances. It uses subroutine HELIX or PLANE to 

calculate how far the particle would go before it hit each of the six sides 
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of the chamber; it calculates (for charged tracks} the range of the particle; 

it does a Monte Carlo calculation to determine how far the particle goes 

before it interacts; and it does a similar calculation to find the decay distance. 

Then HAZARD checks to see which of these distances is the shortest to decide 

whether the particle interacts, decays, or stops in the chamber or leaves 

the chamber. HAZARD calculates the ending coordinates, angles, and 

momentum of the track. 

If the beam: track interacts (or decays. if that is what is being studied), 

an attempt is made to generate the first vertex. Subroutine GENV calculates 

the total center-of -mass energy and if there is a two-body final state it 

calculates the center-of -mass momenta of the two final-state particles. 

For three- or-more-body final states GENV calls GENPCM, which generates .. 
events distributed uniformly in Lorentz -invariant phase space. In practice 

GENPCM is two subroutines with one name. One is called by GENPCM (0) 

and the other by GENPCM ( 1 ). GENPCM ( 0) do~ s the phase- space genera

tion of events and is the part which is called by GENV. It does not orient 

the tracks in space. 

GENPCM ( 0) assigns a weight to each event. The desired distribution 

is obtained by FAKE, which accepts only those events for which the ratio 

of the weight to the maximum pocsible weight is greater than a random 

number. This random number. is taken·from a population which is uniformly 

distributed between zero and one. (All further references to random numbers 

are to random numbers of this type unless otherwise stated}. The user of 

FAKE can multiply phase space by a matrix element by using the subroutine 

MATRIX, which multiplies the assigned weight by some function. At pre

sent the only functions available are an S-wave Breit- Wigner resonance 

formula and a formula to convert to non-Lorentz-invariant phase space 

which is applicable ~o 13 decay. Others can easily be added. 

If the event is accepted, it goes to GENPCM ( 1 ), which orients the 

event in space in the center-of-mass system. All independent angles are 

·distributed isotropically except for the polar angle of the first outgoing 

track, which can be given any angular distribution with terms of order no 

higher than cos 6 e by using subroutine ROTANG. 

At this point the event has been completely generated in the center-of- • 

mass sytem. It is next Lorentz-transformed into the laboratory system 

by use of subroutine LORENZ, which also rotates the tracks so that the 
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direction of the Lorentz transformation is the same as the dirf"ction of the 

-,incident track at its end. 

Each of the outgoing tracks is sent through HAZARD to determine its 

fate and its length. A check is made in FAKE to see if the secondary tracks 

do what they are supposed to do, if anything. For instance, if the event type 

being generated calls for one of the outgoing particles to decay, FAKE 

checks to see if HAZARD found that it did decay. If this check fails, FAKE 

starts over by generating a new beam track. 

In subroutine ERR are calculated the errors on the measurable 

quantities. Coulomb errors are identical to those in PANG. The measure

ment-error formulas have been chosen to simulate the measurement errors 

assigned by PANG. In subroutine MODFY the generated momenta and angles 

are modified in a Monte Carlo manner so that the distribution of the modified 

quantities is Gaussian with a standard deviation equal to the error. One 

more subroutine must still be called before the track looks like PANG out

put. This is because the error calculations in PANG are based on experi

mental track variables, that co;c:respond to MODFY output. Hence MODERR 

is called next to recalculate the track errors. After the circuit from 

HAZARD to MODERR has been completed for all tracks in the vertex, and 

after all vertices connected with the event have been generated, OUT writes 

the event onto a binary tape and the generation of a new event· is begun. 

III. MONTE CARLO GENERATION OF EVENTS 

The General Problem 

The problem discussed here is that of generating by Monte Carlo 

techniques, events that are distributed uniformly in phase space. For 

purposes of clarity the discussion of the generation of two- body events and 

three -body events is discussed before the discussion of the general N -body 

problem. 

In two-body generation the energies of the particles are determined and 

therefore there is no Monte Carlo process involved in generating these energies. 

However, Monte Carlo techniques are used to orient these particles isotropi

cally in space. This is done by choosing the. azimuth angle of one of the 

particles uniformly distributed between zero and 2iT and choosing the cosine 

of the polar angle uniformly between ..:1 and +1. In practice this means that 

the azimuth is <j> = 2iTR1 and the polar angle is e = 2 (cos- 1R
2
)- 1, where 

R
1 

and R
2 

are different random numbers. 
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For the generation of three -body events we use a property of the "Dalitz 

plot" (derived below) namely, that the prediction of Lorentz -invariant phase 

space is a uniform population of events in the kinematically allowed region 

of the T 
1

, T 
2 

plane, where T l -n.nd T 
2 

are the kinetic energies of two o~ the 

three particles.· To use this property for Monte Carlo gener·ation the energies 

of two of the particles for a particular event are chosen so that they have a 

uniform distribution between zero and T , where T is the maximum 
max max· 

possible kinetic energy for the particle corresponding to a given total center-

of -mass energy of the reaction. The energy of the remaining particle is 

calculated from energy conservation, After the momenta of these particles 

have been calculated, a check is made to see whether any one of them has a 

momentum greater than the algebraic sum of the other two. If so, this set 

of energies is incompatible with momentum conservation, and a new attempt 

must be made, The events that pass this test are those which lie inside the 

kinematic boundary. 

The angles between the tracks are determined by momentum conservation. 

After these have been calculated, then the event is oriented at random in space 

by means of three rotations that are performed on all three tracks- -first an 

''azin1uth-like" rotation about the y axis, followed by a "polar -angle -like" 

rotation about the z axis, and finally another "a:zimuth-like" rotation about 

the y axis. This completes the generation of the three -body events. 

The method of generation of N-body events (n ~ 3) rests on the following 

formalism. The element of Lorentz-invariant phase space has the form 

3 3 3 -+ 
d p 1d p 2 ·· ·d Pn o(~pi) o(E 0 - ~Ei) 

1 1 

E E • • · E 1 2 n 

Elimination of the momentum 6 function is obtained by integration over pn. 

Expressing the result in spherical coordinates, one gets 

2 2 2 
p 1 dp 1p 2 dp2 · ··pn-l dpn-l dcos8 1···dcos en_ 1dcp 1···dcpn-l G(E 0 -E 1 - .. ·-En) 

El E2 .. ·En 

In order. to facilitate the calculations the angles are defined. 

the angle between the i th particle and the direction of 
- -+ 

([) i -1 
V:-1 = :E p. 

j=l J 

The angle e. is 
1 
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Thus the coordinate axis from. which the angles describing the direction of 

the nth particle are measured is the direction of the vector sum of the :6omenta 

of the previous n-1 particles. In this system the total energy is 

EO = E1 +E2+· .. +E 1 + Jfi?. 2 + 2p 1. ·GJ 2 cos 8 .1 +p2 1 n- (J-'n- n- n- n- n-
-+ 

because 6J 
2

, p , and p 
1 

add up to zero in the c. m. system, Integration 
n- n n-

ever cos 6n_
1 

removes the remaining o function. Making use of the relation 

pdp = TdT, we express the result in terms of energy differentials by 

The ~-2 in the denominator comes from the term 

= 
E 

n 

which results from the integration over cos 8 
1

. This expression is 
n-

essentially the one that is used for then-body phase-space generation. For 

the case of the three-body gene::-ation this expression reduces to dT 
1
dT

2
, 

d cos 8p d<J> 
1 

dcp
2

, which is just the expression that was used to generate the 

three -body events. This expression can be separated into two parts- -kinematic 

(dT
1 

dT
2

) and spatial (d cos ep, dcp
1 

dcp
2

). The spatial terms do not affect 

momentum and energy conservation and the kinematiC part does not affect 

the spatial orientation of the event. 

For the four-body case the expression is ' 

where e
2 

is the angle between p
1 

and p
2

. The function 

P1 P 2 ;J p; + pi + Zp 1 Pz cos e2 

is not well-behaved. Whereas in the three -body case the corre sp~nding 

quantity was unity, in this case it does not even remain finite, but blows up 
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.... 

- -when p
1 

= -p
2

• However., the situation can be improved by substituting 

. sin e2 d82 for d cos e2 so that we have 

In this form the function multiplying the differentials remains finite. Extending 

this to the general n-body case, one gets the expression 

( d T l d T 2 · · · d T n -l d cos 8 2 d cos e 3 · · · d cos en _ 3 d 8 n _ 2 )( d cos e l d<j> l d<f> i · · d<j> n -l ) W, 

where 
pl p2 ... Pn-2 sine n-2 )·. 

w = {---------
n-2 

This expression is the model that is used for then-body generation (n:;:::.4). 

The expression has been grouped into two parts: the first containing all of 

the terms that are necessary to detennine momentum and energy conservation, 

and the second containing terms that affect only the spatial orientation. of the 

events. 

The process of generation of events by n-body phase .space proceeds in 

the following manner. The n-1 kinetic energies are generated at random 

between zero and their kinematic maxima, If the calculated kinetic ene!gY 

of the particle is negative or grPater than its kinematic maximum, this 

attempt.has failed and a new one is started. The angles e
2 

through en_
2 

are 

chosen as indicated and a check is made to see if the vectors (JS 
2

, p , and 
n- n -pn-1 can satisfy momentum conservation- -that is, to see if no one of them 

is larger than the algebraic sum of the other two. If this test is satisfied, 

the event satisfies momentum and energy conservation and is a valid event 

with an assigned weight of W. The final config,uration is obtained after the 

relative orientation of the tracks (as determined by momentum conservation) 

is calculated and after the Monte Carlo orientation of the tracks is performed. 

If the purpose of this generation were to generate events with which to 

perform nun~erical integration of some quantity over phase space, then the 

assigned weights could be used directly, since the integral over a particular 

region is proportional to the sum of the weights of the events that are found 

in that region. However, if one wants to obtain a set of equally wei&hted 

events, a further step is necessary. First one calculates the maximum 
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possible weight and then accepts each event only if the assigneci weight for 

this event is greater than the product of the maximum weight and a random 

member. In this way, the probability of accepting an event is equal to the 

ratio of its weight and the ma~ialUm weight. 

For five -body phase space the maximum weight is equal to 

F = {T(T+ 2m1 ) (T +2m2 ) (T+2m~ +2m2 )} 

[2(T+m
1 

+m
2

}] 

where T is the total available kinetic energy. The maximum weight for the 

four -body case is ff. The evaluation of the maximum weight for the six

body case has been done. It is much more complicated. 

The beauty of this method of phase -space calculations is the ease with 

which deviations from phase -space predictions can be included. For if 

. there is a nonconstant matrix element by which one wishes to multiply the 

phase -space element, one merely needs to multiply W by this matrix 

element and change nothing else. 

Generation in Practice 

The foregoing section has de scribed the general procedure of generating 

events which are distributed according to the prediction of phase space. 

Program FAKE uses these methods. Momenta for the two-body case are 

calculated in subroutine GENV. All the rest of the phase -space generation 

is done in GENPCM, including the spatial orientation of the two-body events. 

In the practical case it is generally not true that the total center-of-mass 

energy is constant. This leads to complications in the calculation of WTMAX, 

the maximum weight and TMAX, the maximum kinetic energy. The way in 

which this is handled in FAKE is different for the primary vertex than it is 

for the secondary vertices and is different also for 2-, 3-, and n-body 

generation, where n > 3. For the secondary events no dependence upon the 

momentum of the incident particle is allowed. All cross sections for 

secondary interactions are taken to be constant above the threshold for the 

reaction. For n > 3, T11AX is calculated separately in GENV for each event 

and WTMAX is also calculated for each event in GENPCM. For primary 

events the FAKE user has the option [by using DATA ( 5, 1)--see Section VI] 

of whether or not to make the frequency of interaction dependent upon the 

momentum of the beam track. The two modes of operation differ when there 

is a failure to generate the primary vertex, either because of lack of 
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momentum or energy conservation or because of a failure of the weight test. 

In one case, the program tries to generate a new vertex with the same beam 

track and, in the orther case, it generates a new beam track. For these 

primary events TMAX is calct!l.a.ted once at the beginning of a run by using 

an effective maximum momentum of the beam track (the mean incident 

momentum plus three standard deviations). Since TMAX stays the same for 

all events the volume in energy space in which attempts are made to generate 

three-or-more-body interactions stays constant. The volume inwhich 

momentum and energy conservation is possible depends upon the center-of

mass energy and is roughly proportional to (T)n-l, where Tis the available 

kinetic energy in the c. m. system. Therefore, when the primary interaction 

rate is allowed to vary with incident momentum, the frequency of production 

of these events is approximately proportional to (T)n-l. Except in two-body 

generation, WTMAX is calculated for each event, and, to the first approxi

mation, no dependence upon c. m. energy is produced by the weight test. 

However, since WTMAX does depend upon the total c. m. energy for four= 

or-more-body final states, the p:rogram does not reproduce correctly the 

dependence upon c. m. energy predicted by phase space for t.hese cases. 

For two-body generation the weight is calculated in GENV as P/Et, 

where Pis the c. m. momentum cf one of the outgoing particles and Et is 

the t0tal c. m. energy. WTMAX is calculated in SETUP as the value of 

P/Et corresponding to the effective maximum of the beam momentum. 

FAKE has provisions by means of which one can give particle No. 1 

a nonisotropic angular distribution. In this case rather than distributing 

el as dcos el, a distribution of the form 

6 
(ao + alcos el + ••• + a6 cos el) dcos el. 

is generated. Subroutine ROTANG generates angles according to such a 

distribution. 

Subroutine GENPCM is divided into parts. The first dof:s only the work 

necessary to determine the weight of the event. It calculates the energies 

and total momenta of tracks, but does not put into common storage any 

information about the components of the momentum. The second part of 

GENPCM does the spatial orientation of the event and outputs the complete 

four -momentum of the tracks. 

If one wants to multiply phase space by some matrix elen~ent, one can 

. . 
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compile the formula for the square of this matrix element int0 subroutine 

MATRIX which multiplies the weight by this function before the weight is 

tested. Any such function inserted into MATRIX should never exceed unity 

in the region in which it is applied. Two functions are already available in 

MATRIX. One is an S-wave Breit-Wigner resonance formula, 

2 
<L> 2 . 

2 
(__!:__) T (m - m

0
)2 

2 

where m is the invariant mass of some of the outgoing particles. The 

other is the function 

E E • • • E 1 2 n 

n n 
(E +E +···+E-) ' 

1 2 h 

to convert to nonrelativistic phase space. 

.----
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IV.· GENERATION OF TRACKS 

. The generation of the beam track is done .in subroutine BEAM and the 

determination of the fate of a track as wel.l as the calculation ,of the coordi

nates of the end of the track is done in subroutine HAZARD. Subroutine· 
.'' : . 

BEAM generates beam tracks that are going in the positive y direction, 

all of which have zero dip angle and the same azimuth angle and Z position 

at the entrance of the chamber. The two variable parameters at the entrance 

of the chamber are the momentum and the x position of the track. All these 

parameters are specified on data cards 10 and 16 ( se·e Section VI). The 

entrance momenta have a Gaussian distribution and the x positidn is given 

a trapezoidal distribution (as shown in the accompanying figure) 

by means of the equations 

x = x
0 

- a/2 -b + ~ 2Rb(a+b) when 
b 

R < 2(a+b) • 

x = x
0 

+ (b+a) (R-1/2) when b :< R :< 2a+b 
2(a +b) """ """ 2(a+b) ' 

a . 
x = x

0 
+ 

2
. - ~ 2b (a+b){l-R) when 

2a+b 
2(a+b) < R, 

where a, b, and x
0 

are illustra~ed in the figure and R is a random number. 

For all tracks other than the beam track the angles and momenta at 

the beginning of the track are calculated in subroutine LORENZ, which does 

a Lorentz transformation from the c. m. system to the laboratory system for 

each track that has been generated in GENPCM. In practice, the Lorentz 

transformation is done along the y axis and afterwards, all the tracks are 

rotated so that the direction of this Lorentz transformation coincides with 

the direction of motion of the incident particle. 

Subroutine HAZARD has the job of deciding what happer:Ls to each of the 

tracks for which beginning parameters have been calculated. If the particle 

is charged, HAZARD uses subroutine PINTOR to calculate RRBEG, the 

residual range of the particle at its beginning. Then it uses function HELIX 

to calculate for each of the six planes bounding the chamber the distance 

the particle travels before it hits the plane. In this calculation it is assumed 

that the particle travels in a helix. Thus the effects of energy loss and the 
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effec.ts of multiple Coulomb scattering upon the trajectory of tl' .. e particle 

are ignored in calculating its leaving distance. 

For neutral particles the length of the track is calculated by function 

PLANE. If HELIX finds that the particle doesn't hit any of the planes 

bounding the chamber, there is an error flag set that stops the program 

unless the beginning momentum of the particle is less than some minimum 

value (presently 100 MeV). The ~nsertion of this upper bound is necessary 

because for very small mom.enta a particle may not hit any .wall of the 

chamber in the first 180° of arc, which is as far as HELIX looks. The 

leaving distance, DLEAV, for the track is the smallest of these distances 

to the six sides of the chamber. 

The next thing that HAZARD does is Monte -Carlo calculations to 

determine how far the particle would go before it interacted or decayed. 

The average distance for interaction of the particle is calculated as A VDINT= 

(2.83 X 104 )/atot' where atot is the total cross section in hydrogen for the. 

particle. 

energy. 

At pre sent this total cross section is a constant, independent of 

Also, an average distance of decay is AVDDK =.2.998 X 1010 yj37, 

where 'I and 13 are calculated fo1· the velocity of the particle at the beginning 

and t is the best-known mean life of the particle. For tracks other than 

the be.am track, the interaction distance and decay distance are calculated 

by 

DINT = -(A VDINT) ln (l-R1) and 

DDK = -(A VDDK) ln (l-R
2

) , 

where R
1 

and R
2 

are random numbers. The smallest of the distances 

RRBEG, DLEAV, DINT, and DDK is the actual length of the track. If DDK 

is the smallest, for instance, the particle is designated as decaying after 

a distance of DDK. 

For beam tracks the above process would be an unnecessarily inefficient 

.. way to calculate decay and interaction lengths because, in the first place, 

leaving beam tracks are never used and, in the second place, if a beam 

track is specified to interact, a decaying beam track is never used; and 

vice versa. Therefore a beam track is constrained to interact or decay in 

or near the chamber. In this case an average path length for the track is 

calculated by 

AVPL 
= (AVDDK) (AVDINT) 

(AVDDK + AVDINT). 
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This is the average distance the particle will travel before either decaying 

or interacting. The distance a particle travels before decaying or interacting 

is calculated by 

PL = -(AVPL) ln (1-R(l-e -~~)]. 

This generates beam tracks with endings that have the correct spatial 

distribution out to a distance XMAX and not beyond. I 

Any track which is found to curve through more than one radian is 

truncated by HAZARD so that it curves through only one radian. 

Using the previously determined length of the track, HAZARD calculates 

the mo:mentum at the end of the track. by subroutine RINTOP and calculates 

the azimuth at the end of the track, assuming that the track is a helix with 

a curvature determined by the momentum of the particle at the center of 

the·track. 

lfa track has a projected length less than 1 mm, its length is set to 

zero arid it is labeled a zero -length track. If its projected length is less 

than 1 em but greater than 1 inm, it is labeled a two -point track arid the 

beginning and ending azimuths ar-e both set equal to the value of the azimuth 

at the center of the track. All neutral leaving tracks are labeled as zero

length tracks. ·All other neutral tracks are labeled two-point tracks. The 

position of the end of the track ~s calculated by HAZARD from the length 

and angles calculated previous! y. 

... 

. . 
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V. SIMULATION OF ERRORS 

Whereas the generation of the kinematics of the events is a well-defined 
' 

and fairly exact process for a given hypothesis, the simulation of errors is 

much less exact and necessarily involves approximations and compromises. 

Yet the accurate simulation of the errors is important if we wish to use FAKE 

to study under what circumstances one type of event fits another type of 

event, because it is a combination oLboth kinematic coincidence and finite 

resolution that results in these spurious fits. Since the errors often depend 

strongly upon the lengths of the tracks, it is worth while to simulate 

accurately the actual distribution of the events in the chamber. 

Errors on the Dip Angle 

as 

The error on A , the dip angle, due to Coulomb scattering is calculated 

DLAMC .fL 
GOSS = 

(pf3}mid 

where DLAMC is a constant (presently equal to 0.20}, Lis the length of the 

track in em, and p and f3 are the momentum and velocity of the particle at 

the center of the track. This is the same formula as is used by the PANG 

program, .and this is true for all of the Coulomb errors calculated in FAKE. 

(The name GOSS, as well as m:.ny other names used in subroutines ERR, 

HAZARD, MODFY, and MODERR have no mnemonic significance; but are 

just some of Fred Safier 1s friends who enliven the coding of the program). 

The measurement error is 

WBAHEB = DLAMM 
L 

E cos A. J 1 + tan2A 
9 

where E is the nominal transverse measurement accuracy of the measuring 

projector in microns on the film (presently equal to 5 microns} and DLAMM 

is a constant (presently equal to 0.012). In addition to these two errors there 

is a floor placed on the tangent of the dip angle of 0.00435 (or 0.25 degree 

for a flat track). The error on the tangent of the dip angle is given by 

d(t '} J(GOSS)
2 

+(WBAHEB)
2 

+(fl t · ')2 an 1\. = 
4 

. oor on an 1\. • 

· cos A 

The error on X. is then 

DELAM = (cos 2X.} d( tan >..). 
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Errors on Momentum from Curvature 

The fractional error on the curvature due to Coulomb scattering is 

given by 

AL! = DPPC/cos >-. ..J LBf3 , 

where B is the mean magnetic field in the chamber in kilogauss and DPPC 

is a constant (presently 1.13). The contribution of the measurement errors 

to the fractional curvature error is 

TOSH = DPPM E p/L 2 B cos A, 

(DPPM.is presently 0.047.) Finally there is a provision for a floor on the 

fractional error on curvature. This has not yet been used. The total error 

on the curvature is equal to the product of the curvature and the square root 

of the sum of the squares of the three partial fractional curvature errors • 

The "Coulomb ratio" is equ to ALI/TOSH and the fractional momentum 

error is 

d:= J(d{;)
2 

+[(tan A) (DELAM)2 ]. 

(See Physics Note 115 by Bill Eumphrey.) 

Azimuth Errors 

Even though in PACKAGE the errors on the azimuth are assumed to 

be uncorrelated with the errors on momentum, there is a very strong 

col'relation between the measurement errors on momentum and on azimuth. 

FAKE attempts to include these correlations. The Coulomb error in azimuth 

is given in terms of 
ANDY = 0.2998 B(ALI) 

4p 

The Coulomb error used by PANG is equal to fi times ANDY. In writing 

FAKE it has been assumed rather arbitrarily that the correlated and un

correlated parts of this error are equal to each other and equal to ANDY. 

The actual change in azimuth of the end of the track is on the average 

6(ANDY). The measurement error on tl:e azimuth is also gjven two parts, 

The part that is correlated with the momentum is 

DPHCOR = 
0 •2998 

2 
E {DPPM) 
L cos>-. 

The uncorrelated part, which is the only one that contributed to the errors 

on two-point tracks, is 

TRIV = (DPHIM) 
L cos A 
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The value of DPHIM presently in use is 0.0025, which is cons:.d.erably 

11 th 
0 · 299S (DPPM) - 0 0070 A £1 . 1 1 d th . h sma er an 

2 
. -. • • oor 1s a sop ace .on e ax1mut 

error of 0.00109 radians= 0.625°. 

Length Errors 

The. error on the track length is calculated as DLM = 0.006 € (cos 'X.+ 4 \sin ~). 

error equal to ~ 

DLC = 0.0122 ~ =if . 
There is also a straggling 

where M /M is the ratio of the masses of the proton and the par~icle in 
p ' 

question. This error never appears on any output, but is used to calculate 

the error on momentum from range. 

Error on Momentum from Range 

This error is calculated as 

J(DLM)
2 + (DLC)

2 

The quantity ~~ is obtained from subroutine RINTOP and is evaluated at 

the beginning of the track. 

All these errors are calcaiated in subroutine ERR and it is these 

errors that are used in subroutine MODFY to modify the measured quantities. 

The modification of the measurable quantities is basically a matter of 

m~ltiplying each of the component errors by a random number which is 

Gaussian-distributed with mean zero and variance one. From now on such 

a random number will be referred to as a Gaussian random number. These 

terms are added to the unmodified quantites. In the case of the dip angle 'X., 

each of the three components to the error on S, the tangent of 'X., is multi

plied by such a random number and these three quantities are added to the 

unmodified value of S to get the simulated measured value of S. Thus in 

_this case, as in all cases, the errors, even the floor placed upon the 
. . ·be · 

errors in PANG, are assumed to/Gaussian distribu.ted. The modification 

·of the length is also s:lmply a matter of adding to the correct length the 

product of the length error and a Gaussian random number. If the track is 

not stopping, only the measurement error DLM is used. For a stopping 

track both DLM and DLC, the uncertainty due to straggling, are used. 

The modifications of the other quantities are more complicate~ because 

they are dependent upon the assumed mass of the particle. Since we are 

interested in simulating PANG output not only for the correct mass inter

pretation, but also for other mass interpretations, care must be taken to do 
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this in a realistic manner. For momentum from curvature this process is 

straightforward. All modifications are done on the curvature of the track· . 
at its center, a quantity that is obtained from the momentum at the vertex 

by using the range -energy tables in subroutine RINTOP, which, along with 

subroutine PINTOR, is the same routine as used by PACKAGE for this 

purpose. This curvature at the center is modified by using the three curva

ture errors. Then to obtain the momentum of the track at the beginning and 

end of the track, RINTOP is used again but this time the assumed mass 

rather than the correct mass is employed. The momentum from range is 

calculated without any additional random numbers by applying the modified 

values of the length and the assumed mass. The modification of the azimuth 

is the most complicated. The azimuth is modified by using each of the five 

components of the azimuth errors. New random numbers are used for both 

the modification that uses the uncorrelated Coulomb error and the modifica

tion that uses the floor on the azimuth error, This floor is assumed, out 

of ignorance, to be independent of the other floors. However, in making the. 

modifications by using the corr~Jated errors, the same random numbers are 

used as were used to modify the curvature. These correlated terms are 

calculated in the following way: the correlated Coulomb error is 

DPHit:C = (D~C) G 

and the correlated measurement error is 

DPHIMC = 
-(DKM) 

2 
G, 

where G = 0.2998 ZBL cos X. and Z is the charge of the particle. The modi-

fication of the azimuth at the beginning of the track is the sum of the correlated 

and uncorrelated terms. The modification of the azimuth at the end of the 

track is the difference between the uncorrelated and correlated terms. When 

the assumed mass is different from the correct mass, another modification 

of the azimuth is made. This modification term is 
dp 

0.2998BL2 z mO 
DDPHIB = 2 ( dR 

2(Pb . +P .d) · eg1n m1 

where 

dp 
mo 

---,:-=-is the slope of the momentum-range curve 
dR d Pm 

.Cfll the track for the correct mass interpretation and 

dp 
. m ) ' 
dR 

at the middle of 

is the same 

quantity for the assumed mass interpretation. This term is a good approxi-

.. 
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mation when ?R doesn't vary much over the length -of the tr.?.~k or when 

m and m 0 are very nearly the same. If, hgwever, m is much larger *an 
Pm Pm 

m
0 

and the momentum is low enough that ~ is much larger than 0 , 
u~ dR 

this azimuth correction will be unrealistic. DDPHIB is added to the beginning 

azimuth and an analogous quantity, DDPHIE--which is the same as DDPHIB 

except that P d replaces Pb . --is added to the ending azimuth. 
en eg1n 

The positions of the ends of the tracks are generally not modified to 

be made consistent with the other modified quantites. However, in one case 

the end points of the tracks are modified. When there is a zero -prong event 

the length of the incident track is decreased by -( GAPL) ln R, where GAPL 

is the mean gap length in the track and R is a random number. The angles 

describing the outgoing neutral particles are corrected to account for this· 

change, and in the process the end positions of the tracks are modified to 

be consistent with the other modifications. No change is made in the assigned 

errors to take into account the increased uncertainty in the values assigned 

to these angles. 

When these modifications· are being made, the unmodified quantities 

are not destroyed but remain available in the unmodified track banks ( TRALA} 

and the modified quantites are stored in the modified track banks (BNOUT}. 

However, there is one modification that is made that is stored in TRALA. 

This is the modification of the azimuth at the end of the track for Coulomb 

scattering. Since the TRALA data represent the ''real" data, this is a 

reasonable thing to do since the azimuth at the end really is changed by 

multiple scattering. In this respect the program is not consistent, since 

the analogous changes in the dip, the momentum, and the length of the track 

are not made in the TRALA data, nor anywhere else. The azimuth at the 
' 

end of the track is changed by 6 R (ANDY}, where R is a Gaussian random 

number. This real- change in azimuth produces errors in the measured 

momentum and azimuth of the particle. The modifications already described 

are such that two-thirds of this effect goes into momentum errors [namely 

R(ALI)] and one-third into azimuth errors; [ R (ANDY) has been added to the 

beginning azimuth and subtracted from the end azimuth]. In all these 

modifications by ALI and ANDY the same random number is used for each 

track. Note that FAKE does not yet introduce single or plural Coulomb 

scattering but assumes a Gaussian shape to the Coulomb errors. 
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After all modifications have been made, the errors are recalculated 

in subroutine MODERR to go into BNOUT by using the modified data in 

these calculations. This is done to simulate the errors assigned in PANG 

tha.t, of necessity, are calculated from inexact numbers. 

VI. INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Information is given to the FAKE program in the form of input cards 

and the program has been written in such a way that there is a great deal 

at the command of the data cards. A "data pack" for one run of FAKE con

sists of 

(a) one random-number card, 

(b) up to 50 data cards, 

(c) one end-data card, 

(d) any number of mod cards, 

and (e) one end-of -run card, 

The random-number card must start with 33 in the first two columns 

followed by a 12 -digit octal "random number" that initializes the random

number subroutine RAN. This nrandom number" may be any positive 

nurr..ber that conta.ins no 8 1 s or 9's. 

The end-data card ha.s 51 in columns 71 and 72. The end-of-run card 

has either 98 or 99 in columns 71 and 72. A 99 tells the program that this 

is the last data pack, whereas a 98 tells the program to read a new data 

pack after this one has been completed. 

Data Cards 

All data cards have the same format. The first seven fields of ten 

columns contain fixed-point numbers and columns 71 and. 72 contain an 

integer between l and 50. This format has the awkwardness that in the first 

seven words even an integer must be entered with a decimal point (that is 

22 must be written as 22. or 22. 0). This procedure has the advantage that 

all cards have the same simple format. The number in columns 71 and 72 

is called the card number. There are four cards ( m1mbers 1, 5, 9, and 1 0) 
... -·· 

that must be used with each run. Other cards may or may not be used 

depending upon the circumstances of the run. 

these cards are listed on the following pages. 

is referred to as DATA (I, N). 

The quantities entered on 

The Ith word on the Nth card 
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Card !-Primary Event Card-Vertex 1 
-

This card gives the information that defines the first vertex (first in 

chronological order). The words have the following quantites: 

Word 1. Event type. 

II 

II 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Number of outgoing particles, including neutrals. 

Mass of the target particle to the nearest 0.1 MeV. 

indicates a decay. 

A zero mass 

Total cross section for the interaction of the incident particle in mb. 
II 5 •. This word is used only for three or more outgoing particles. ·If 

it is zero, the cross section is independent ofthe total c. m. energy. 

If it is nonzero, the cross section has a dependence on the c. m. 

energy (see Section IV). 
II 6. (See card 10, word 7, for an explanation). r·. 

" 7. Not used. 

Card 2 -First Secondary Vertex- Vertex 2 

Word 1. Event type. If this is zero, this secondary event will. be included 

II 2. 
II 3. 
II 4 . 

II 5. 

II 6. 
II 7. 

in the same event type as the primary event. 

Number of outgoing tracks. 

Mass of target particle to nearest 0.1 MeV. 

The .fraction of the interactions (or decays) that proceed by this 

• mode., If word seven is 1.0,. this fraction should be 1.0 also. 

The number of the particle incident to this vertex. (The particle 

numbering system is de scribed in the discussion of card 5.) 

The number of the vertex from which the incident particle came. 

If this word is 0.0, the vertex need not be generated. If it is 1.0, 

then this. vertex must be generated. If it is, 2.0, then eit_her this 

vertex or one of the other vertices with this word labeled 2.0 must 

be generated. 

Card 3 and Card 4 are the same as Card 2 for the third and fourth vertices. 

Card 5 

action, 

mass. 

masses 

vertex, 

second, 

gives the,masses of the outgoing particles from the primary inter-

to the nearest 0.1 MeV. Positive or neutral particles have a positive 

Negative particles have a ~egative mass. The order in which the 

are entered determines the numbering of the particles. For each 

track 1 is the incident particle and tracks 2, ·3, 4, etc. are· the first, 

third, etc. masses entered on the card. 
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Card 6, Card 7, and Card 8 have the masses of the outgoing p3.rticles for 

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th vertices. 

Card 9 -General Information Card 

Word 1. 

" 2. 

" 3. 

Number of events to be generated. 

Magnetic field to be used (in kilogauss). 

will be used. 

If given as zero, 17.91 kG 

This entry has been reserved to identify the chamber being used. 

" 4. · A code to identify the liquid in the chamber. Zero stands for H
2

. 

II . 5 • 

II 

II 

6. 

7. 

This word tells the program how far to carry the calculations for 

each event. If it is 0.0, complete calculations are made. If it 

·is 1.0, only calculations through subroutine HAZARD are made, 

the errors and the modifications are not calculated, and only the 

unmodified data is output. If it is 2.0, only the calculations through 

subroutine GENV are made and only center-of-mass quantites are 

calculated. If this location is set< 0, the output will contain only 

the modified data. 

The experiment number. 

Not used. 

Card l 0 -Beam Track Card 

Word 1. 

" 2. 

II 3. 
II 4. 
II 5. 
II 6. 

II 7. 

Mass of the beam track {see card 5 for the mass·code). 

Mean momentum of t:l::e beam at the beginning of the chamber 

in MeV /c. 

RMS Spread in the beam momentum in MeV/ c. 

Entrance azimuth in degrees, 

The z coordinate at the entrance to the chamber. 

·The mean value of <1> for the beam tracks at the entrance to the 

chamber.· 

The shape of the x distribution of the beam tracks is defined by 

this word and DATA (6,1). This word gives the distance a and 

DATA (6, 1) gives the distance b as illustrated on the first page 

of Section IV. 

Card 11-Error Parameter Card 

If this card is not entered, all the quantities will be assigned their 

nominal values by the. program. --·-
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Word 1 •. The setting accuracy € of the measuring projector ~n microns on 

II 2. 
. ·II 3. 

II 4. 
II 5. 

. the film. If this word is set to zero, a nominal value of 5 f.L is 

inserted by the program. 

The floor on LK/K, the fractional curvature error. 

The floor on DS, the error on tan >-. • 

The floor on C:q>, the error on azimuth. 

If this .word is 0.0 the operation is normal; if it is 1.0~ all errors 

are made to be uncorrelated; if it is 2.0, the modifications are 

determined by the numbers on cards 17 and 18. 

Words 6, 7. Not used. 

Card 12, Card 13, and Card 14 define the six planes that are the boundaries 

of the chamber. If these. cards are not entered, standard boundaries for the 

72-in. chamber are entered. The planes are described by the equation 
X Y Z 
A + B + C = 1. Card 12 has A, B, and C for the plane in the minus y 

direction in the first three words and the A, B, and C values of the positive 

y plane in words 4 to 6. Card 13 has these values for the bottom plane 

followed by those for the top pla.ne, and Card 14 has these values for the left 

side and the right side of the chamber. If any of the A, B, or C values is 

entered as exactly zero, the program will treat it as if it were infinite. 

Card 15 

Only the first four word& on the card have been defined. They give 

for ·each of the four possible vertices respectively the fraction of the time 

that the interaction (or decay) in question occurs after the particle generating 

the vertex has stopped. 

Card 16 

This card determines the modes of output. 

Word 1. If this is 0.0, events will be written 'out in PACKAGE input format 

on Tape AS under control of card 9, word 5. If this is 1.0, events 

will be written out in KICK input format on Tape AS under control 

of card 9, word S. If this is > 1.0, no information is written out 

on Tape AS. 
II 2. If this is > 0, it represents a card number of: a card that indicates 

quantities to be set up in Data Summary Tape (DST) format, The 

specifications for this card may be found in the section immediately 

below, entitled "Output Cards. 11 
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Word 3. If this is > 0, a binary Data Summary Tape is writte~ out on tape 

A6 according to the information contained on the output cards. 

II 4. If this is > 0, a BCD representation of this DST is written out on 

the Fortran printer t~pe A3. 

Words 5, 6, 7. Not used. 

Note that if no card 16 is inserted, PACKAGE input format events are 

written on tape AS ("normal mode of operation"). Also note that if word 1 

is > 1.0 and all other words are zero, no output is produced for an event. It 

is still possible to obtain information from FAKE by use of card 50. 

Output Cards 

These cards can have any card number not used for a specific purpose. 

The card number is specified by DATA (2, 16}. The first six words of this 

card containintegers that define the location incommon storage of quantities 

to be output by the program. The 7th word gives the card number of the next 

card that defines more quantities to be output. If the 7th word is zero this 

card is the last output card. 

Card 17 and Card 18 -MODFY cc:;:rds 

These cards are used only if DATA(S,ll) is equal to 2. Each word on 

these cards gives the multiple of the quoted error by which MODFY will, on 

·the average, modify one of the measurable quantities. The errors specified 

by €:ach word are as follows: 

Card 17 

Word 1. 
II 2. 
II 3. 
II 4. 
II 5. 
II 6. 
II 7. 

Card 18 

The Coulomb error on curvature and azimuth. 

The-error on length. 

The Coul(j))mb error on S = tan X.. 

The measurement error on S. 

The floor on the error on S. 

The uncorre1ated measurement error on the azimuth. 

The uncorrelated Coulomb error on the azimuth. 

Word 1. The floor on the azimuth error. 
II 

II 

2. 

3. 

The measure-ment error on curvature. 

The floor on the fractional curvature error. 

Words 4-7. Words not used. 

If zeros are entered for the words on Cards 17 and 18, no modifications .. 
are made. 
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Card 19 -Master Rotation Card 

Only the first four words on this card are used. If the Ith word is 

nonzero, it gives the card number of the card that specifies the angular 

distribution to be given to the first outgoing track in the Ith vertex. If this 

card is not entered, or if the word corresponding to a vertex is zero, the 

angular distribution generated is isotropic. 

Vertex Rotation Cards 

These cards may have any card number that is not assigned a specific 

function. The card number is defined by Card 19. The seven words on a 

card contain the coefficients in the expression f(cos 8)= a
0

+a
1 
cos8+a

2
cos

2e 
+· • • +a6cos6e, which defines the angular distribution that will be give~ to 

the first outgoing particle of'the vertex. If all coefficients are zero, or if 

only a
0 

is nonzero, and ·isotropic distribution will ge generated. If any of 

the coefficients other than a
0 

and a
1 

are zero, then they must be chosen 

so that the maximum value of f(cos 8) is one (or at least that it doesn't 

exceed one). 

Card 20 -Matrix Element Card 

(a). Word 1 gives the number of the vertex to be assigned a matrix 

element or resonance. 

(b). Word 5 gives the card number of another card that has the same 

format as Card 20 which describes another matrix element.; If 

word 5 is zero this is the last Matrix Element Card. 

(c). If word 2 is less than 10, it refers to the track number of a track 

which is to be treated as a resonance. In this case. word 3 is the 

mass of this resonance (in MeV) and word 4 is its full width at 

half maximum (in MeV). In this mode of operation one must at 

present enter for the mass of this particle on cards. 6, 7, or 8 

the mass of some particle recognizable by the program. This 

particle must have a very short lifetime (< 10-14 sec) and a mass 

that is less than--but preferably not very much less than--the sum 

of the masses of the decay products of the resonance. In Y:\< 

resonances, the ~O is a convenient particle to use for this purpose. 

If word 2 is'10:orgreater, it is a code word specifying a matrix element 

by which the vertex is to be generated. If word 2 is an integer between 30 

and 49 inclusive, it calls for a matrix element which requires only the 

.· 
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energies of the outgoing particle bi!t does not require the components of the 

momentum. If this word is 30, it specifies the non-Lorentz -invariant phase

space element described in Section III. ·If word 2 is an integer between 10 

ancl 29, it specifies a matrix element which needs the spatial components of 

the momentum of the particles. If word 2 is 1 0~ it specifies an S -wave 

Breit- Wigner resonance formula as described in Section III, where the 

position of the resonance is in word 3, its full width is in word 4, and the 

resonance is between the m-through-n outgoing particles, where m is given 

in word 6 and n is given in word 7. 

Cards 21. through· 34 · 

These give the information necessary to set up to 29 track banks. They 

define the order in which the tracks are to be printed out and the number of 

mass interpretations that each one is to have. 

(a). W9rd 1 has the output track number in the order in which it appears 

on the output tape. If the output mode is one in which there are 

connected events, each of which is written out with a separate event 

type, 100 is added to the track number for the second event, 200 

is added for the .third event, and 300 for the fourth event, and the 

track numbering is started with one for each event. (This mode has 

never been used.) 

(b). Word 2 has J + lO(K-1), where J and K are the track numbers and 

vertex numbers assigned in cards 1 through 8. 

(c). Word 3 has the number of mass interpretations for this track. Words 

· 4 through 7 give the mass values of the mass interpretations in the 

order in which they are to be output. 

These cards need not be in order nor do they need to have consecutive 

card numbers. 

No specific function has yet been given to any of the cards from 35 

through 49. 

Card 50-Dump Card 

If this card is entered, the program writes out on tape A3 a dump of 

. the contents of the common storage- -just before it gets to subroutine OUT. 

Nonzero values in the seven words on this card call for dumps to be prin~ed 

in the following places: 



Word 1. 
II 2. 
II 3. 
II 4. 
II 5. 
II 6. 
II 7. 

After CARDIN. 

After SETUP. 
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After BEAM and RES MAS for each event. 

After GENPCM for successfully generated vertices. 

UCRL-.l0335 

After HAZARD has been completed for all tracks of each vertex. 

After ERR for each track. 

After ERR and MODFY have been completed for all tracks for 

each vertex. 

MOD Cards 

There are many constants that the program stores in common storage, 

principally in DATA or in CONST. Any of these can be changed with a mod 

card. If column one of a mod card has a zero, the number to be inserted 

is an integer in the decrement; if it is 1, the number is a floating-point 

number; and if it is 2, the word is in BCD. Columns 10 through 14 have an 

integer that is the location in common storage to be modified (see Section 

VII for the storage locations}. Columns 18 through 23 give the number that 

is to be put into the memory. If it is a floating-point number, it has a decimal 

point in column 18 and columns 26 to 28 give the exponent. 

An example of a data pack is shown in Fig. 2. It instructs the program 

to generate the events 

K 
0 lT 

+ - + >:<+ A+1r +1r (A+1r =Y
1

) 

* A-+p+lT-. 

The Y~ mass is inserted by RESMAS according to the data on card 20. The 
>\< + * Y 
0 

decay is modified by MATRIX to put the A and lT in a Y 
1 

resonance as 

dictated by card 41. The first interaction is given the angular distribution 

specified on card 42: 

The quantities specified on c3.rd 40 are output on tape A6 in DST mode. 

As indicated on card 50, a FAKE common dump is written on tape A3, once 

after subroutine SETUP and once for each event just before it is output. The 

output on tape A5 is in PACKAGE output format compatible with even type 

32 in PACKAGE for the K72 experiment. The mod cards specify the minimum 

efficiency that the program will accept and the roll number that the program 

is to use. 



~ ... 
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'~ ... · 

• 
33207363253160 

32.0 2.0 938.2 lt5.0 3.0 

3.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2 

2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3 

1190.5 135.0 5 

1115.2 -139.6 139.6 6 

-139.6 938.2 7 

1.00 11.70 7.0 
_9 _______ 

1240.0 40-.0 102.0 16.0 't.O 8.0 10 

O.OOit36 0.00109 2.0 11. 

---------,~a·.~o.---... l.O -l.o ---11,--·--------

1.0 }.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 r:-o 11 

2.0 1. 0 1.0 1.0 111 

. u.o ------T9_--------

1~2o:-o-----r6;o---4T:O--~---------- 20 ---·-----f.o 2.0 

1.0 1.0 1.0 -491t.O 21 

2.0 13.0. 1.0- -139.6 ---·-.--------zz·---- --- ·. 
2.0 139.6 938.2 -------- -zr·------

lt.O 12.0 2.0 497.9 1115.2 24 

-139.6 25 

6.0 23.0 2.0 139.6 ~--_938.2 --
2'b _____ _ 

1.0 663.0 2015.0 15.0 1895.0 40 

---;z~-o- --1o.-.--,o:---~1 .. 3·as.o--55. o-------------- =-1.--;o.,--------z.-o---4-1--------

---o:zs---o-:so 0.25 --·-------------- 42' -------·-

2.0 so 
------------------51 _____ _ 

--~ COHMCfNtOlli--zi;:OOSOOO~e ·oo-· -------,--------:::----------------"""'"-- -------------
-------o:t0MMoNion631~ ooooo3 

MU-2753-4 

Fig. 2. Example of a data pack. 
__ .--
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Output 

On the BCD FORTRAN MONITOR output tape A3, FAKE writes out first 

the data cards that were input to it. It also writes out the mod cards that 

have been entered. If dumps have been requested, they appear next. In the 

dump, all nonzero words in common storage are printed out in both floating

point and integer formats. If there are any diagnositc s they appear on this 

tape, usually followed by a dump of common. At the end of the run FAKE 

writes out the number of events that have been generated successfully, the 

number of beam tracks that had to be generated, and up to four pairs of 

numbers that give: the number cif attempts and successes at generating each 

of the four vertices. 

According to what is specified on data cards 9 and 16 the program writes 

out a binary tape on AS in PACKAGE output format which can be read by 

PACKAGE, or a binary tape on AS in PANG output format which can be read 

by KICK, or wr.ites out a data-summary tape on A6 which can be read by 

SUMX, or writes out a BCD representation of a DATA-Summary tape on A3. 

Whan. writing accordingto the PACKAGE or PANG output formats, the 

program writes out two events for each event; the first is given an event 

type 99 and is composed of the unmodified data, and the second is the simu

lated PANG output. The event type 99 data are not intended to be used by 

PACKAGE or KICK, but merely to be passed along so that they can be printed 

out. Only the unmodified data are printed out if DATA (5, 9) is 1. Only the 

modified data are printed out if DATA (5,9) is negative. 

When writing. according to the data-summary tape mode, the program 

writes out a two-word FORTRAN binary record at the beginning of the tape 

with the event type in the first word. This record is followed by one record 

for each event, each of which has integers in the first five words and floating

point numbers in the rest of the words. Word 1 contains the roll number, 

word 2 .the frame number, and word 5 the event type. Words beyond S are 

the quantities specified by the card that is specified by DATA (7,9). The 

tape is ended by an "end of file. 11 
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VII. DEFIN~TIONS AND MAPS 

This. section is useful to the person who wants to read the FAKE program 

or its subroutines, or to the person who wishes to write a subroutine to be 

used_ by FA~E, or for a per.son who wants to read a dump obtained du~ing 

the operation of FAKE. There are many quantities that are defined by and 

used by only one subroutine. These are not discussed here. A listing of 
. . 

the quantities stored in common storage is shown in Table I. The first 

column gives the name of the quantity used in the program. The upper 

name is that used when the quantity is a floating-point number and the lower 

name is that used when it is an integer. The second and third columns give 

the decimal and octal storage locations in the memory of the computer of 

the first word of these quantities. The fourth and fifth columns give the first 

and last storage locations of. these quantities in common storage as they will 

appear on a FAKE common dump. This is the number that is used on the mod 

cards and also on the DST -format output cards. The last column gives the 

dimension of the quantity. Tableii is an alphabeticallist of the quantities 

stOJ:'ed in common storage that have been given separate names. 

?-.1ore detail about these quantities is given below. In every case the 

subscript J refers to a track or a particle and the subscript K refers to a 

veri:ex. Thus TMAX (J, K) refers to a number assigned to the Jth particle 

of the Kth vertex. Unless otherwise noted all quantities are stored as 

floating -point numbers in the memory .. 

DATA( I, N) is the. place where the Ith word of the Nth data card is stored. 

Also most of the data that could have been entered on cards 11 through 14 

_are ~ton:~d by the program in DATA. Most of the masses on the data cards 

are left in the form in which they are entered and exact masses are stored 

elsewhere (in TRALA and BNOUT), but the exact mass of the target particle 

is stored in I>A T A ( 3, 1) . A few of the quantities that are stored in DATA 

are converted to integers in the decrement just after being read in. These 

are the first and fourth words of card 9, all words on cards 1 through 4 

except words 3 and 4, and the first three words in cards 31 through 34. The 

eighth word, the card nun1ber, is read in as an integer. The presence of 

this seemingly redundant card nUlnber in the memory serves to indicate 

whether or not a card was read in. All the quantities stored in DATA can 

be changed with mod cards. 
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Table I. Map of FAKE common 'storage. 

Name ( .. Storage loacation Common storage location 

.:. Decimal Octal Beginning ·End Dimension 
' 

DATA 32561 77461 1 . 400 8X50 
DATA 

EMTABL 
MTABL 32161 . 76641 401 520 4X30 

PCM 
IPCM 32041 76451 521 660 5X7X4 

TRALA 
ITRALA 31901 76235 661 1892 44X7X4 

BNOUT 
NBOUT 30669 73715 1893 3052 40X29 

AMOUT 
MAOUT 29509 71505 3053 3064 12 

BMOUT 
MBOUT 29497 71471 3065 . 3112 12X4 

TMAX '\ 
IT MAX 29449 71411 3113 3140 7X4 

KF 
FK 29421 71355 3141 1 

CONST 
C.ONST 29420 71354 3142 3241 100 

COMWS 
ICOMWS 29320 . 71210 3242 3541 300 
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Table II. . List of Quantities in common storage. 

Name·· Eg,uivalent n:ame Common storage location Dimension 

'AIIAK COMWS(l07) 3348 4 

ALI COMWS(l89) 3430 

ANDY COMWS(l92) 3433 

AVDDK COMWS(l06) 3347 ;~ . 

AVDINT COMWS(105) 3346 

CRASH COMWS(l23) 3364 

DDK COMWS(l04} 3345 

DINT' COMWS(l03) 3344 

DL COMWS(188) 3429 

DLAMC CONST( 23} 3164 

DLAM,M CONST( 26) 3167 

DLEAV COMWS( 101} 3342 

DLEAVI COMWS( 112) . 3353 

DPOR COMWS(181} 3422 7 

.DPPC CONST ( 21) 3162 

DPPM CONST ( 24) 3165 

DPHIC CONST ( 22} 3163 

I'PHIM CONST ( 25) 3166 

DSTOP COMWS( 102} 3343 

DTPKMK COMWS( 118) 3359 
-

EFMIN . qONST ( 1} 3142 

EPSIL CONST ( 27} 3168 

ETCM COMWS( 29) 3270 4 

FRITZ COMWS(193} . 34;34 

GAPL CONST ( 97} 3238 

GOODY COMWS( 21) 3262 4 

HAZMOM COMWS(117} 3358 

L COMWS( 35) 3276 

M COMWS(111} 3352 

N COMWS( 15) 3256 

NGEN COMWS( 25) 3266 4 

NMAX DATA(65=1, 9) 65 .. 
NROLL COMWS{l22) 3363 
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Table q. (can't). 

Name Eg,ui valent name Common storage location Dimension 

NT COMWS( 33) 3274 
' 

NTB COMWS( 2) 3243 ·4 

NTBT COMWS( 1) 3242 

NV COMWS( 14) 3255 

OSMK COMWS(lOO) 3241 

OUTMKS COMWS( 119) 3360 

OUTMK6 COMWS(l24) 3365 

PARTY CONST ( 99) 3240 

PMEV COMWS(llO) 3351 

PSEUDI . COMWS(l20) 3351 

PSEUD2 COMWS(l21) 3362 

PYROSQ COMWS(l94) 3435 

RANSTO COMWS(180) 3421 

RATIO COMWS( 50) 3291 4 

RHO COMWS(108} 3349 

·RRBEG COMWS(l09) 3350 

SCALE CONST( 100) 3241 

TIME COMWS(l25) 3366 

TM COMWS( 6) 3247 4 

TOSH COMWS(l90) 3431 

TRYB COMWS( 16) 3257 

TRYV COMWS( l 7) 3258 4 

WT COMWS( 34) 3275 

WTMAX COMWS( 1 0) 3251 4 

XMAX CONST ( 98) 3239 

ZPN COMWS(ll3) 3354 4 
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EMTABL(I, J) 

In EMTABL is stored data for up to thirty particles. For each particle 

is stored its mass {in MeV),· its mean lifetime (in sec), a nominal cross 

section (in mb.} for interaction in hydrogen, and its charge { 0 or ± 1 ). · The 

charge is stored as an integer--the others as floating-point numbers. The 

masses are the same ones used by KICK and PACKAGE, complete with 

the sign bit at the end. Th~ P?-rticles are stored with the negative particles 

first and progress from the heaviest mass to the.lightest. Then follow the 

neutral and the positive particles starting with the photon (or neutrino) and 

progressing to the heaviest. These quantities .are put into EMTABL by sub

routine TABLE and can be modified by mod cards. 

PCM(I, J, K) is used to store five center-of-mass quantities per track for up 

to four vertices. The five quantities are p • p , p , E, and p, the components 
X y Z 

of the four-momentum followed by the scalar momentum of the particle. 

These quantities are not calculated for the beam track. For the other tracks 

they are calculated by GENV or GENPCM. The fourth and fifth words, p 

and E, are available after GENV whereas the other words are available only 

after the last exit from GENPCM. 

TRALA {I, J, K) is the track bank for storing the unmodified inLnmation for 

each track. The quantities stored in I are essentially the same as those in 

the PANG track banks (see memo 115 by Bill Humphrey). TABLE III shows 

what is stored in TRALA and in what subroutine it is stored. Unless other

wise noted these quantities are floating-point numbers •. Some of these 

entries require further explanation and have numbers in parentheses at the 

right that refer to the following list: 

( 1 ). The track number has the form J + 10 (K -1 ), where J and K are the 

track number and vertex number of the track respectively. 

(2). In the PANG output format mode, these quantities are converted to 

degrees in OUT. 

( 3). These quantities are generated by BEAM for the beam track. 

(4). In this position is stored LSZX104. The LSZ number is 

0 for a leaving track, 

1 for a stopping track, 

2 for ·a zero -length track, 

3 for a interacting track, 

and 4 for a deca)•ing track. 

·. 
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This assignment of LSZ numbers was ill-conceived because these are not 

mutually exclusive categories. These numbers are assigned by HAZARD 

with the convention that interacting and decaying labels take precedence over 

stopping and decaying labels. As a consequence this storage location does 

not have reliable information about whether or not the track is zero-length 

or stopping. This information is stored in TRALA (44, J, K). This. number 

is modified in OUT to correspond to the proper format for PANG or PACKAGE 

output formats. Only the 0, 1, and 2 LSZ numbers are kept for output. 

(5). These locations are not used. However, OUT produces output with a 

9 in both of these locations. 

{ 6 ). 

( 7). 

When in the PACKAGE output format, A.b . is replaced with the eg1n · 
charge code that is an integer in the decrement equal to -1, 0, or +1 

depending on the charge of the particles. 

TRALA( 41, J, K) and TR..i\LA ( 42, J, K) are used for finding correspon-

dence with BNOUT (I, J). TRALA (41, J, K) gives the first value of J 

where the track is stored in BNOUT (I, J), and TRALA ( 42, J, K) is the 

number of mass interpretations for this track in BNOUT (I, J). 

(8). If this word is 2, this is a two-point track and if it is 1 this is a zero-

length track. Otherwise this word is 0. 

BNOUT( I, J) is the track bank for storing the modified information. It has 

the same general format as does TRALA. A map of it looks very much like 

a map of TR.ALA. A general rule is that anything calculated in SETUP for. 

TRALA is calculated also by SETUP for BNOUT. Anything calculated by 

LORENZ or HAZARD for TRALA is calculated by MODFY for BNOUT, and 

anything calculated by ERR for MODFY is calculated by MODERR for 

BNOUT. The locations that are not completely described by this transforma

tion are shown .in Table III. 

.. 
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··'I, 

.. -.. .. 
. Table 'III. rrala ma:E 

Word number· Name 
- Subroutine where 

first calculated 

1 IA Track number SETUP (1) 

2 Mass (MeV) SETUP 

3 ;Larc(cm) HAZARD 

4 AL (em) ERR 
arc 1 .5 K .d(MeV/c)- HAZARD m1 · 

6 t:K .d(MeV /c)- 1 ERR 

7 
m1 1 Kb . (MeV/c)- HAZARD 
eg1n 

... 8. not used 

9 I -1 HAZARD K d (MeV c) 
en 

10 not used 

n K(L )(MeV/c)-1 HAZARD 
arc 

12 AL(L )(MeV/cr 1ERR arc . 
13 '.pb . (rad) 

eg1n 
LORENZ (2)( 3) 

14 .pend (rad) HAZARD (Z) 
15 AI> ( rad) ERR (Z) 

·' 16 tan >..begin LORENZ 

17 ian>.. end 
HAZARD 

~ i. 18. Atan >.. ERR 

19 Pc/P meas ERR 

20 not used 

2.1 ID After track word HAZARD (4) 

zz !A number of points (5) 
in view P 

23 IA number of points (5) 
in view Q 

24 Pb . (MeV/c) LORENZ (3) eg1n . 
25 Pend (MeV/c) HAZARD 

: Z6 P (L )(MeV/c) HAZARD 
arc 

27 Ap/p ERR 

2B >..begin LORENZ (3)(6) 

Z9 xb . (em) eg1n 
. LORENZ (3) 

30 Ybegin (em) LORENZ (3) 

31 zbegin (em) LORENZ (3) 

32 xend (em) HAZARD 

33 Yend (em) HAZARD 

34 zend (em) HAZARD" 

35 ' lifetime (sec) SETUP 

36 cross section (mb) SETUP 

37 ID charge SETUP • 
38 ~(velocity) LORENZ (3) 

39 y=.Jl/(l-~2) LORENZ (3) 

40 not used 

41 ID LINK (7) 

42 ID LINK (7) 

43 P mid (MeV/c) HAZARD (3) 

44 ID SZ code HAZARD (8) 
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BNOUT ( 1, J) is the track number according to the same code used in 

KICK or PACKAGE, i.e., the tracks are numbered sequentially. 

BNOUT {20. J) contains the correlation term lK (L ) D. tan A.$ in (MeV/c)- 1. · · arc 
BNOUT (2l,J) contains the future track number in the form FT X 103 in 

addition to the LSZ number. These numbers are put into PANG output 

format by MODFY and then changed by OUT to.PACKAGE format if necessary. 

BNOUT(22, J} contains the track number (as an integer in the decrement) -of 

the track in TRALA which corresponds to this J. 

BNOUT {23, J} contains the vertex number (as an integer in the decrement} 

of the track in TRALA which corresponds to this track. BNOUT ( 22, J} and 

BNOUT (23, J) are placed in BNOUT by LINK. 

BNOUT ( 5$ J}, ( 7, J), ( 9, J}, { 24, J}, and ( 25, J) are all set negative if the 

curvature is that of a negative particle. 

BNOUT {35,J), (36,J), {37,J}, and{39,J) are not used. 

BNOUT (38$ J} has the modified momentum at the center of the track. 

BNOUT (40, J} is f3, the velocity of the particle. 

AMOUT (I) contains the quantities stored in MAOUT in PANG or MBANK in 

KICK (see Memo 115 and UCRL-9099) for the unmodified data. Most of these 

words have the form required by KICK input but contain no useful information. 

In LINK the experiment number is put into AMOUT ( 7) and event type 99 is 

put into AMOUT(S}. In OUT a serial number is put into AMOUT(lO}. The 

roll number is 101 for the firstrun and increases by one for each succesive 

data pack entered. The frame number starts at one for the first event of 

each run and increases by one for each new event. 

BMOUT (I, K) contains the same information for the modified data as AMOUT (I) 

has for the unmodified data. Here the subscr~pt K does not refer strictly 

to the vertex number, but rather to a "subevent" number. If the mode o£ 

operation is such that all vertices are included in one event type, then only 

K = 1 is used. But if separate event types are used for different vertices, 

then K . refers to these separate "subevents. " When the output is in the 

PANG output format and if this subeventis. a conn~cted event, then a one 

is added to the decrement of BMOUT ( 7, K). This one is called a pi.ckup 

number. In BMOUT ( 8, K) the actual event type is placed. 
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TMAX (J, K) is, used.when there .::>,re at least three outgoing particles at a 

vertex. Effectively these are the maximum kinetic energies that the 

particles can have. In the case of secondary vertices these are absolute. 

maxima~ TMAX is calculated in SETUP .for primary eyents and by GENV 

for secondary vertices. 

KF is the number of the vertex that is under consideration. 

CONST is a block of 100 storage spaces reserved for the storage of constants. 

Table IV is a list of these constants. All of these quantities can be changed 

with mod cards. 

,CQMWS is a block of 300 words reserved for the storage of quantities that 

need to be used in more than one subroutine. A list of the quantities stored 

in COMWSis in Table V. A few of these quantities, particularly those cal

culated in HAZARD, were put there for debugging purposes only. 

.. 

. . 



.~ 

1 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

97 

98 

99 

100 
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Table IV. List of quantities in CONST 

EFMIN 

DPPC 

DPHIC 

DLAMC 

DPP 

Minimum efficiency allowable by the program. 

DPHIM 

DLAMM(DELAM) 

EPSIL ) 

These constants are used in the error formulas in 

subroutine ERR. See Section V. 

GAPL The mean gap length in ~m. 

XMAX The maximum possible length of a beam track. 

PARITY The parity of the coordinate system. 

SCALE A scaling factor for use with deuterium. 



~ 

Location 

1 

2-5 

6-9 

10-13 

14 

15 

16 

17 ··20 

21-24 

25-28 

29~32 

33 

34 

35 

36-49 

50-54 

55-99 

100 

101 

Table V. 

Narne 

NTBT 

NTB(K) 

TM(K) 
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A list of_3uantities stores in COMWS 

Where 
calculated 

LINK 

LINK 

Definition 

Total number of track banks in BNOUT. 

Number of track banks .in the Kth 

11 subevent" in BNOUT. 

HAZARD The sum of the masses of the outgoing 

particles for vertex K. 

WTMAX (K) SETUP The maximum value possible for the 

.NV. 

N 

TRYB 

TRYV(K) 

GOODV{K) 

NGEN(K) 

ETGM(K) 

NT 

WT 

L 

RATIO(K) 

OSMK 

-DLEAV 

or GENPCM weight to be assigned to a generated 

vertex. 

SETUP The number of vertices in the event. 

FAKE The number of the event being generated, 

counting_ only successfully gen.erated 

events. 

BEAM The number of times an attempt has 

been made to generate a beam track. 

GENV The number of attempts at generating 

vertex K. 

FAKE 

FAKE 

GENV 

FAKE 

The number of successful generations 

of vertex K. 

Is set equal to "1" if vertex K cannot 

be generated. 
' 

The total c. m. energy at vertex K. 

The number of outgoing tracks for the 

vertex under consideration. 

GENV or The weight assigned to the last vertex 

GENPCM gecerated. 

LINK 

not used 

FAKE 

not used 

ERR 

The member of nsubevents 11 in the event. 

The ratio of WT to WTMAX{K). 

Reserved for use with. over stopped tracks. 

HAZARD The lea.ving distance for the last track. 

.. 



Location 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113-116 

117 

118 

119 

120-121 

122 

123 

Name 

DSTOP 

DINT 

DDK 

· AVDINT 

AVDDK 

AIIAK 

RHO 

RRBEG 

PMEV 

M 

DLEAVI 
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Tabie V. (con't). 
Where 

calculated 

HAZARD 

HAZARD 

Definition · · 

The stopping distance for the last track. 

The interacting distance for the last 

track. 

HAZARD The decaying distance for the last track. · 

HAZARD The mean interaction distance expected 

for the last track. 

HAZARD The mean decay distance expected for 

the .last track. 

HAZARD The cosine of the dip angle. 

HAZARD The radius of curvature of the last 

charged track. 

HAZARD Same as DSTOP. 

HAZARD The momentum at the beginning of the 

last charged track considered times 

the charge of the particle. 

HAZARD 

HAZARD 

The number of the plane that the last 

particle passed through as it left the 

chamber. 

The leaving distance to the last plane 

considered for the last track. 

ZPN{K) SETUP Is set equal to -1 if the interaction is 

a zero prong. 

HAZMOM CONS72 

DTPKMK CHANGE 

OUTMK5 

NROLL 

CRASH 

OUT 

not used 

OUT 

A momentum cutoff below which tracks 

that fail in subroutine HELIX will be 

accepted. 

Is set equal to 98 if more input is yet 

to come and to 0 if the last data pack 

has been read in. 

Is set nonzero if the A5 output tape 

has been used. 

_.-·· 

Roll number assigned by the program. 

Is set nonzero if a nonrecoverable error 

has occurred in processing the present 

input. 
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Tablo V. (con 't). 

Location Name Where Definition 
calculated 

124 OUTMK6 OUT Same as OUTMK6, but for tape A6. .. 
125 (TIME) SETUP ·The time read from the clock at the 

end of subroutine SETUP. 
~ 

126-180 not used .. 

181-187 . DPDR(J) HAZARD dP/dR for the beginning of track J • 

188 DL ERR The error on the length of the last track. 

189 ALI· .. .ERR . dK/K Coulomb error for the last track. 

190 TOSH ERR dK/K measurement error for the last 
IJl 
' track. 

191 . TRIV ERR The azimuth angle measurement error 

for the last track. 

192 ANDY ERR The Coulomb error on azimuth for the 

last track. 

193 FRITZ ERR The Coulomb error on tan A.. 

194 PYROSQ ERR The measurement error on tan X.. 

195·-300 not used 
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VI II. ON -LINE COMMENTS AND DIAGNOSTICS: 

FAKE may write out on the on-line printer the following statements: 

(a.). BLANKS NEEDED FOR THIS RUN. Shortly after the beginning of the 

run this statement is printed with one of the three endings (AS), (AS and A6), 

or ( A6). If a new data pack is entered, this statement will be printed again 

if a new tape is required. 

(b). PLEASE DIAL ON ANOTHER TAPE UNIT FOR USE AS LOGICAL 

TAPE 5. PLEASE SAVE OLD TAPE 5. This is'printed out if the first 

tape is used up or if there is a redundancy check on tape S. If there are 

redundancy checks on two tapes in succession, the following is printed: 

(c). REDUNDANCY CHECK OCCURRED SUCCESSIVELY ON TWO 

NUMBER 5 TAPES. 

(d). GRIEVOUS ERROR HAS OCCURED. PROCESSING TERMINATED ON 

· THIS INPUT DATA. This is self explanatory. 

(e). END OF>:< FAKE >:<RUN. 

PLEASE TAKE DOWN AND SAVE TAPE AS. 

PLEASE TAKE DOWN AND SAVE TAPE A6. 

These last two statements are printed only if the tapes in question have 

been used, 

FAKE has a number of diagnostic statements built into it. After each 

of these diagnostics the program calls subroutine BLRFF, which causes a 

dump of common storage to be written out and causes the program to do the 

next run or to end if no 1nore runs are indicat,ed. The possible error re

turns are listed below along with comments to help in correcting such an 

error. 

(a). INITIAL RANDOM NUMBER NOT ENTERED CORRECTLY. From 

CARDIN. The first card in the data pack must be a card which has a 33 

in columns 1 and 2. 

(b). CONSISTED OF MORE THAN 50 DATA CARDS OR DID NOT INCLUDE 

PROPER END-OF-DATA CARD. From CARDIN. A card with 51 in columns 

71 and 72 must follow the data cards. 
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(c). CARD·· ·IS MISSING. Froro CARDIN .. Cards 1,5, 9, andlO must be 

entered. 

(d). CARD ···IS MISSING 

ALTHOUGH CARD · · ·IS PRESENT. From CARDIN. For the three 

pairs of cards (2, 6), (3, 7), and (4, 8), if one member of the pair is present 

so must the other member be present. 

(e), ALTHOUGH ONLY CENTER-OF-MASS QUANTITIES WERE TO BE 

CALCULATED, PANG OR PACKAGE OUTPUT FORMAT WAS SPECIFIED. 

If DATA(5,9) is 2.0, DATA(l,·lO) must be greater than 1.0. 

(f). THE MASS ···IS NOT IN THE TABLE MK = · · ·. From SETUP. The 

mass entered on the data cards was not within 0.1 MeV of any mass in the 

mass table. If MK = 1, the mass is the beam track mass; if MK = 2, it is 

the target mass; if MK = 3, it is the mass of an outgoing particle; and if 

MK = 4, it is one of the masses on cards 21 through 34. 

(g}. PANG FORMAT CARD ERROR NUMBER···. From LINK. The pro

.gram expected to find a card with card number 21 through 34 with the number 

shown on the diagnostic .in word one of the card. 

(h}, PROGRAM STOP-RANDOM NUMBER EQUALS ZERO. From BEAM. 

(i). PROGRAM STOP-EFFICIENCY TOO LOW IN ···TRIES. ···EVENTS 

WERE GENERATED. ATTEMPTS AND SUCCESSES AT VERTICES···. 

From BEAM. The numbers at the end are up to four pairs of numbers, 

which indicate the number of times the generation of a vertex was attempted 

and the number of timE!s that it was successfully generated. 

(j). PROGRAM STOP--HAZARD ERROR··· IN TRACK··· OF VERTEX···, 

From FAKE. Error 1Xlol0 indicates that there was an error return from 

PINTOR or RINTOP. Error 2X 10 10 indicates that HELIX couldn 1t find that 

the particle left the chamber. Error 3 X 1 o1 0 indicates that PLANE couldn 1t 

find that the particle left the chamber, 

(k). PROGRAM STOP ···ERR ERROR·· ·IN TRACK··· OF VERTEX• · ·. 

From FAKE. The length of the track is negative. 

{l). PROGRAM STOP--MODFY ERROR··· IN TRACK··· OF VERTEX···. 

From FAKE. There is an error return from PINTOR or RINTOP. 

• 
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(m). REDUNDANCY CHECK ON TAPES AT EVENT NUMBER···. From 

OUT. There is a bad tape or a malfunction of the equipment. The program 

prints out an instruction to the operator to dial on a new tape. If there is 

i1nmediately a redundancy check with this tape also, the next diagnostic is 

printed out. 

(n). REDUNDANCY CHECK OCCURRED SUCCESSIVELY ON TWO NUMBER 

5 TAPES 

IX. PROGRAM EFFICIENCY 

In FAKE; in contrast to most data-processing programs, the time it takes 

to process a given number of events can vary greatly from one mode of 

operation to another. For simple one-vertex two-body events with a total of 

eight mass interpretations, for example, FAKE will generate about 50 events 

per minute on the 7090 computer. The generation may be much slower if the 

program is inefficient in finding a suitable beam track or in generating a 

suitable interaction. It can go much faster if only unmodified data are cal

culated or if in some other way only part of the program is used. 

In the case of the beam track it is advisable to set XMAX to a number 

just longer than the maximum length of a beam track in the chamber. The 

efficiency for generating beam tracks will generally be about equal to the 

ratio of the average length of a beam track in the chamber to XMAX. (This 

i3 not true for stopping tracks or short-lived particles.} 

The most important influence upon the rate of event gene:ration is the 

method of vertex generation. As a general rule the generation of two- and 

three -body vertices in considerably faster than ,the operation of the rest of 

FAKE and therefore in these cases the vertex-generation process does not 

have much influence upon the speed of the program. The generation efficiency 

for two-body events is usually nearly 100%. Only when the production is very 

near threshold should this efficiency get small. Not until the efficiency of 

event gene ration is on the order of a few percent is the time for vertex 

generation comparable with the time of operation of the rest of the program. 

Three-body vertices can usually be generated with an efficiency of .a()out 50%. 

This efficiency for three-body events, as well as for events with higher 

multiplicity, is optimized if the heaviest particles are put first, that is, if 

track 1 or 2 is the heaviest particle and higher-numbered tracks are lighter 

particles. 
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Four-body generation can be expected to have an efficiency of generation 

of a few percent; five-body generation less than 1% and six-body generation 

much smaller yet. FAKE may generate only about 15 five-body events on the 

7090 and only a couple of six-body events per minute. 

If, in the generation, by using subroutine MATRIX, the phase ·space is 

multiplied by a matrix element, the efficiency of generation will usually be 

reduced. In the case of multiplication by a resonance, the efficiency will 

get smaller as the width of the resonance. becomes smaller. So if the reso

nance width is very small its insertion into matrix will reduce the efficiency 

greatly. However, a very narrow resonance can be entered by using sub

routine RESMAS with very little loss in efficiency. 

If DATA { 5, 1) is left zero, the program will run faster than if it is 

nonzero. 

When there are secondary vertices there are additional factors that 

affect the spe\ed of the program. Whereas the efficiency for obtaining an 

interacting (decaying} beam track is high because the beam track is forced 

to interact {decay) in or very near fo the chamber, the efficiency for finding 

a secondary particle that interacts (decays} may be poor. The efficiency for 

finding that a secondary particle interacts (decays) is the same as the actual 

probability that it actually would occur. The efficiency for occurrence of 

thel'le things could be increased by changing the cross section or lifetime that 

the program believes that the particle has, at the expense of not reproducing 

correctly the spatial and momentum distributions of the secondary events. 

The efficiency for· generating the secondary vertex will be proportional to 

the number in the fourth word of the vertex data card. 

If the operation of the program takes too long, one can learn something 

about where the program was inefficient by investigating the numbers printed 

out at the end of.the run that tell the number of attempts at beam track genera-. 

tion and the number of attempts and successes at genera.ting each vertex. 

Before proceeding with a long run of FAKE it is wise to do a couple of 

short runs to check whether the operation is acceptable; whether the output 

is usable by the subsequent program, whether the distribution of the events 

in the chamber is reasonable, etc. A good check to. make, particularly if 

• 

' 

·' 

something new is being attempted, is to run with DATA (5, 11) equal to 2 and · ' 

use neither card 17 nor card 18. When this is done the x2 for the correct 

hypothesis should be zero. In practice this x2 will not be zero for the primary 
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interaction if beam averaging is done in PACKAGE. Beam averaging has to 

be suppressed in order to get zero x2 values. Also the x2 will not be zero 

if there is a two -point charged track. (See p. 16 for an explanation. ) 

X. SOME SUBROUTINES USED BY FAKE 

Table VI lists the subroutines used in FAKE, other than the standa:::.·d 

library subroutines. Many of these have already been described and some 

do not need to be described. However, some of them deserve further 

explanation. 

FNORM(x) is a function that produces a random number that is from 

a population that is approximately normally distributed with mean zero and 

variance one. It obtains such a random number by adding twelve random 

numbers from RANF together and subtracting 6 from the sum. Clearly 

such a process doesn't produce a distribution which is exactly Gaussian, 

since it has a cutoff at 6 standard deviations. However, the distribution is 

very nearly Gaussian. RANF(R), LODRANF(R), and STORANF(R) all come 

together. LODRANF takes an initail random number and enters it into 

RANDF , which generates random numbers that come from a population 

that is uniformly distributed between zero and one. STORANF extracts 

the last octal random number from RANF. The argument R in RANF(R) 

is a dummy index and has no significance. 

ROTATE (K, R, PR, J) rotates a vector with components [PR(I, J)] through 

an angle R. If K= 1, the rotation is clockwise about the y axis. If K=2, 

the rotation is counterclockwise about the z axis. SHIFT (J) is a function. 

The statement EL=SHIFT(J) takes J, an integer.: in the decrement, and 

converts it to an integer in the address. THREEP(P, PC, I) is a subroutine 

that imposes momentum conservation upon three scalar momenta P(J). It 

outputs the three components of the momenta PC( I, J) for each particle, 

with particle one in the y direction and the other two in the x-y plane. If 

1=0, the three vectors sum to zero. If L=l, the second and third vectors 

sum to the first. 

WRITE( N, R, IRR) is a subroutine that writes out the N words R( 1} through 

R(N) on tape 5 in binary form. If, on exit IRR = 1, there was an RTT failure 

on tape 5; if, on exit, IRR =2, A5 is in an RTT condition; if, on exit IRR = 3, 

everything is normal. 
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Table VI. Subroutines used by the FAKE Program 

(Those labeled with "F" at the left are functions rather than subroutines) 

·.: 

F 

Name 

ARTNF 

BEAM· 

BLRRF 

CARDIN 

CHANGE 

CLEAR 

CONS7Z 

DSOUT 

DUMPP 

END 

ERR (JK, BLRF) 

F FNORM (x) 

GENPCM (!BEGIN, LOPP) 

GENV (I) 

HAZARD (JF, BLRF, BMMK) 

F HELIX (very long list) 

JKA (JK, J, K) 

LINK 

LODRAN (R) 

LORENZ 

MATRIX 

MODERR (JF, BLRF) 

MODFY (JF, BLRF) 

OUT 

PLANE (very long list) 

PlNTOR (very long list) 

F RANF(R) 

RESET 

RES MAS 

RINTOP 

ROTANG (ANG) 

. ·ROTATE (K, R, PR, I) 

. SETUP 

F SHIFT (J) 

F STORAN 

TABLE 

THREEP (P, PC, I) 

TRANS 

WRITE ( N, R, IRR) 

Where used 

ROTANG, MODFY 

FAKE 

FAKE 

FAKE 

CARDIN 

CARDIN 

CARDIN 

OUT 

FAKE 

FAKE 

F.AKE 

BEAM, MODFY 

FAKE, GENV 

FAKE 

FAKE, BEAM 

HAZARD 

LINK 

SETUP 

CARDIN 

FAKE 

FAKE 

MODFY 

FAKE 

FAKE 

HAZARD 

HAZARD, MODFY 

-many places

FAKE 

FAKE 

HAZARD,_ MODFY 

GENPCM 

GENPCM 

FAKE 

SETUP, LINK, OUT 

END, BLRRF 

CARDIN 

GENPCM 

HELIX 

OUT, END, BLRRF 

• 

,> 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 
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or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
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mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
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